Jetty Detailed Design FAQs

Heritage Values Explained
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Director of H+H Architects, Julie de Jong, answers some frequently asked questions about the
design of the new Jetty, and how heritage values will be acknowledged.
Can the salvaged timber be used in the jetty?
Yes, the timber from the old jetty has high
aesthetic value and will be incorporated into the
design of the new jetty wherever this is feasible,
as the heritage values of a place are intrinsically
linked to its fabric. The patina the timber has
acquired after spending decades in the ocean
environment gives it a wonderful character which
we want to retain and enhance, but due to its
age and condition, its ability to be re-used will be
limited to non-structural applications. Attempting
to modify the timber to test its structural viability
has the potential to destroy much of its age-worn
natural qualities, so instead we hope to preserve
its existing character by recycling the timber and
interpreting its unique heritage value in different
applications.
There are already excellent examples around
Esperance which showcase the creative ways
the old timber can be salvaged and re-used, and
many more opportunities exist for the community
to get involved in ideas for how the old jetty
timbers can be re-used.
Does the new jetty need to comply with
current building standards?
Yes, any new structure needs to comply with
current building codes and standards, particularly
as it is part of the public domain. There is
sometimes an opportunity to explore concessions
or alternative ‘performance-based’ solutions on
the basis of the special heritage values we are
trying to interpret, and we will certainly consider
these options as the concept design is developed.

Can we use the 1935 design?
We can certainly take inspiration from the 1935
design, but design standards and construction
technology has changed since 1935, with
different materials and methods improving
performance and reducing maintenance costs
- in itself an important consideration for the
long term sustainability of the new jetty. The
functional requirements for the jetty have also
changed since 1935, when it was required to
support a heavier load and this is a reflection on
its changing role from industrial infrastructure to a
much-loved fishing jetty and promenade.
Additionally, new building standards need to
be adhered to and modern design techniques
would be utilised making the cost per metre ratio
beneficial for a longer jetty overall.

The patina, as seen here, refers to accumulated changes in
surface texture and colour that results from normal use of
an object over time.
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How do you design a new jetty that recognises the heritage values of the Tanker Jetty?
The design needs to capture the unique qualities of the old tanker jetty in terms of its aesthetics, its
style and its materiality, as well as the important social values the place has for the local and wider WA
community.
The Jetty is a classic example of the industrial structures constructed around our state in the interwar
period as part of the development of transport networks and expanding agricultural and industrial
markets in Western Australia. It demonstrates a modest, utilitarian style, that was able to be constructed
quickly (months ahead of schedule actually!) using available materials, tools and a moderately skilled
labour force. It was highly valued by the local community when it was first constructed, as it brought
opportunity and employment to the town, and became a popular destination for locals and visitors alike
to observe the activities of the port.
Over time, the jetty’s use changed, and it came to be loved for its rough and ready character, enabling
generations of families to fish or stroll along its timber deck, many of whom scratched their names in
the old boards. The design of the new jetty will be a creative interpretation of these special qualities,
perhaps evoking the aesthetic appearance of the old jetty by having an appropriate structural expression
(i.e. key features like the raked piles supporting a cross-braced sub-structure) and using materials and
construction methods that reference the original.
The new jetty won’t have quite the same design brief as the old one (no oil pipes or train tracks
necessary!) which means we can make sure it responds to the needs of today’s Esperance community,
who want a mix of heritage character with functional recreational fishing and visitor amenities. The new
jetty will acquire its own character and social value, albeit with a longer design life than its predecessor.

Should we follow the Burra Charter?
The Burra Charter is the key guiding document
for conservation of heritage places and is
recognised internationally as the ‘best practice’
guide for retaining and enhancing cultural heritage
values. The Burra Charter needs to be read in
the spirit of its intent, which is to recognise that
there are different ways to retain and enhance
heritage values, but generally, we “do as much as
necessary and as little as possible”.
We will be guided by the Burra Charter in our
design of the replacement Tanker Jetty, as it
recognises that there are ways of interpreting
heritage values beyond the life of the structure.
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One of the key challenges we face when applying
the principles of the Burra Charter to the Tanker
Jetty, is the ability to identify the best ways of
retaining and enhancing its recognised values.
For example, although it might seem like a good
idea to stabilise the old structure with new straps
and braces, these actions can also be detrimental
to the authenticity of the fabric itself, and can
do more damage than good. The concrete deck
which extended the life of the old jetty by a couple
of decades, is actually intrusive to its aesthetic
values, its integrity and authenticity, and is now
having negative consequences on the condition of
the timber material as well.
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